Message from the General Chair

SPW 2013

It is my honor and privilege to welcome you to the 2nd IEEE Security and Privacy Workshops (SPW). This is the second year that there are workshops associated with the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (known to insiders as Oakland), now in its 34th year. We are building not only on last year’s workshops but also previously collocated events, specifically the Web Services Workshop in 2006, and SADFE, the digital forensics workshop that was collocated in Claremont from 2008 to 2011.

Two people deserve particular appreciation: Terry Benzel and Sven Dietrich. Sven Dietrich continued from 2012 in order to guide the second year; providing consistency, feedback, and unyielding support. Sven Dietrich’s official title is Technical Committee, but that would minimize his service. Terry Benzel is unflaggingly enthusiastic and excellent. In all fairness, their signatures rather than mine belong below but they are too modest to accept so I extend my gratitude here instead. Among other achievements, Terry obtained student travel support from the National Science Foundation (NSF); and handled the entire outreach and awards administration of this support. Yong Guan, as TC Treasurer, was also extremely helpful; Robin Sommer was an outstanding organizer. Sean Peisert graciously managed registration for both events; Greg Shannon provided budget support, and mentoring. Sven and Hilarie Orman worked with the Computer Society around the joint registration, the copyright and publication issue.

We received more proposals than we could possibly accept. The result of reviews and discussion was three workshops per day over two days. That we filled all possible space shows the enthusiasm of the community; and the workshop chairs filled the programs with a wide range of innovations. As part of the proposal process not all event chairs choose to have printed proceedings, as the printed proceedings required a very tight schedule for outreach and calls for submission.

The 2013 Security and Privacy Workshops are as follows:
- CREDS: Cyber-security Research Ethics Dialog & Strategy
- DUMA: 4th International Workshop on Data Usage Management
- MoST: Mobile Security Technologies (returning from 2012)
- IWCC: International Workshop on Cyber Crime
- WRIT: 2nd Workshop on Research for Insider Threat (returning from 2012)
- W2SP: Web 2.0 Security and Privacy (colocated since 2007)

We thank our funders IBM, Cisco, Silent Circle, and Microsoft Research. Their generous support provided the critical infrastructure for the event, from wireless to water. I appreciate my excellent colleagues from industry who help keep our shared intellectual enterprise afloat. In addition, Raytheon supported a Best Paper Award for WRIT. IEEE provided support as well.

I thank all the members of the Committee; with particular compliments to Terry Benzel, and Ashley Podhradsky for going above and beyond. My thanks also to Alkenia Blackmon, who stands out as a Meeting Planner in Conference Support Services of the IEEE Computer Society. Part of my past year is learning to appreciate all the invisible work from the sponsoring society. Thank you, Alkenia.

SPW Treasurer: Terry Benzel (Information Sciences Institute, USA)
SPW Publicity Chair: Nadia Heninger (University of California, San Diego, USA)
SPW Fundraising Chair: Jonathan Anderson (University of Cambridge, UK)
SPW Publications Chair: Ashley Podhradsky (Dakota State University, USA),
Ann-Marie Horcher (Nova Southeastern University, USA)
SPW Local Arrangements Chair: Serge Egelman (University of California, Berkeley, USA)
SPW Web Chair: Sadia Afroz (Drexel University, USA)
Thanks of course, to the attendees, the authors, and the chairs of the individual events. I hope that all of you walk away with new ideas, new collaborations, and previous connections reaffirmed. Thank you for being part of the event, and part of this community.

Jean Camp
General Chair